1 Saturday
8pm Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05
Dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters. Olive and Otto must travel back in time.
8:30pm Odd Squad
O Games
Odd Squad agents compete in Olympic style games to determine who gets to be Ms. O for the day.
9pm Odd Squad Saves The World
The high-tech agency The Odd Squad is run by kids equipped with the world's most advanced gadgetry.
10pm Super Why!
George and the Dragon
Knight George is about to battle a dragon to rescue a princess, but it turns out he isn't so brave.
10:30pm Sesame Street
Sesame Ocean
Abby turns Sesame Street into a magical ocean. When Dorothy disappears Elmo looks for her.
11pm Sesame Street
Abby's Fairy Garden
Before gardening, Abby and Elmo must play memory games to get a flower pot and seeds from a gnome.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 1/Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 2
Buddy and the Pteranodon family attend the Theropod Convention in Laramidia, the Dinosaur Big City!
12am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 3/Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 4
Buddy and Tiny help King Cryolophosaurus overcome his fear of performing in front of an audience.
12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Can't Ride Trolley/Daniel Can't Get What He Wants
Mom explains to Daniel that he can't always get what he wants but shows him a way to feel better.

2 Sunday
8pm Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05
Dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters. Olive and Otto must travel back in time.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Not So Splash/Switch Your Partner Round and Round
In the middle of summer, Olive and Otto investigate why parts of town are turning snowy and cold.
9pm Odd Squad Saves The World
The high-tech agency The Odd Squad is run by kids equipped with the world's most advanced gadgetry.
10pm Super Why!
The Prince and the Pauper
When they switch houses, a prince on the farm and a pauper in a castle soon leads to confusion.
10:30pm Sesame Street
Camping Show
Elmo and Chris go camping in the woods near Sesame Street to relax and meet some new friends.
11pm Sesame Street
Abby Makes The Seasons Change
Abby makes the seasons change on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster's Smart Cookies are featured.

3 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
O Games
Odd Squad agents compete in Olympic style games to determine who gets to be Ms. O for the day.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Not So Splash/Switch Your Partner Round and Round
In the middle of summer, Olive and Otto investigate why parts of town are turning snowy and cold.
9pm Arthur
Binky's Music Madness/Brain Freeze
10pm Super Why!
The Tattletale Frog/D.W. & Bud's Higher Purpose
Bud is blamed for an accident D.W. causes. She must decide whether to let her friend take the fall.
10:30pm Arthur
When Dinosaurs Walked Sesame
Elmo, Chris and their friends on Sesame Street dress up as
dinosaurs and learn more about them.

11pm Sesame Street
**Abby's Fairy Garden**
Before gardening, Abby and Elmo must play memory games to get a flower pot and seeds from a gnome.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**Hurricane at Pteranodon Terrace/Rafting The Cretaceous**
The long-awaited rain returns and grows into a hurricane! The family finds shelter in a cave.

12am Dinosaur Train
**Dinos A to Z, Part 1, The Big Idea/Dinos A to Z, Part 2, Spread The Word**
Tiny wants to gather all the dinosaurs in the "Dinosaurs A to Z" song for a picnic at Troodon Town.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
**A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm**
There's a big storm coming to the Neighborhood and Daniel and his friends are a little frightened.

4 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
**Trials and Tubulations**
The tube system breaks and Olive and Otto are left stranded in a dangerous forest.

8:30pm Odd Squad
**The Curious Case of Pirate-Itis/Oscar The Couch**
Otto and Oscar try to stop Olive from turning into a pirate. Oscar turns himself into a couch.

9pm Arthur
**The Friend Who Wasn't There/Surprise!**
Muffy searches for her long lost imaginary friend. Francine is uninvited to Catherine's party.

9:30pm Arthur
**The Case of the Girl with the Long Face/The Substitute Arthur**
Fern's been feeling low and no one can figure out why. Luckily, Buster Baxter is on the case!

10pm Super Why!
**The Story of Mother Goose**
Red gets stuck writing a new song. The heroes meet Mother Goose just as she's starting her poems.

10:30pm Sesame Street
**Bye, Bye Pacifier**
Elmo helps Curly Bear come to terms with giving up her binky.

11pm Sesame Street
**Camping Show**
Elmo and Chris go camping in the woods near Sesame Street to relax and meet some new friends.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**Classification/Dinos A to Z, Part 3, A To Z Picnic**
Don organizes all the dinosaurs on the Train by their species, features and size.

12am Dinosaur Train
**Remember The Alamosaurus/Sunrise, Sunset**
The Pteranodon kids travel around on the Dinosaur Train and meet some of the biggest dinosaurs.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
**Prince Wednesday's Happy Birthday/Daniel's Happy Song**
Daniel heads to the castle for Prince Wednesday's birthday party and feels happy to be with friends.

5 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
**No Ifs, Ands, Or Robots/Worst First Day Ever**
One of Oscar's Oscarbots malfunctions. Odd Squad agents share their "worst first day ever" stories.

8:30pm Odd Squad
**Undercover Olive**
Olive goes undercover in a high-stakes "Rock, Paper, Scissors" game.

9pm Arthur
**Best Wishes/The Tardy Tumbler**
After George has a lucky streak, his friends pressure him to wish for a snow day.

9:30pm Arthur
**Fountain Abbey/Arthur Calls It**
The diary of Muffy's great, great grandmother Mary Alice reveals a very interesting story.

10pm Super Why!
**Alice In Wonderland**
The heroes tumble down the rabbit hole to catch up with a famous white rabbit who is very late!

10:30pm Sesame Street
**Elmo & The Bookaneers**
The Bookaneers, a band of book and reading-loving pirates led by Tina Fey, comes to Sesame Street!

11pm Sesame Street
**Abby Makes The Seasons Change**
Abby makes the seasons change on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster's Smart Cookies are featured.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**A Heck of a Neck/Gilbert Visits The Nest**
The Pteranodon kids meet super-long Denise Diplodocus.

12am Dinosaur Train
**An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art**
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
**Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks**
Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

6 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
**Not So Splash/By the Book**
Olive and Otto must figure out why parts of the town are turning snowy and cold during summer.

8:30pm Odd Squad
O Vs. The Ballcano/Assistants' Creed
When the ball pit starts to overflow, Odd Squad must stop headquarters from being destroyed.

9pm Arthur
Whip. Mix. Blend./Staycation
Arthur offers to babysit. What could go wrong? With D.W. on the loose... just about everything!

9:30pm Arthur
Two Minutes/Messy Dress Mess
Power shifts in the Tibble household when the twins find out Tommy is two minutes older than Timmy.

10pm Super Why!
The Beach Day Mystery
The team goes on a swashbuckling scavenger hunt adventure filled with clues, pirates and treasure!

10:30pm Sesame Street
Elmo Steps In for Super Grover
Rosita helps Abby and Zoe think outside the "fairy tale" box as they make up a story together.

11pm Sesame Street
When Dinosaurs Walked Sesame
Elmo, Chris and their friends on Sesame Street dress up as dinosaurs and learn more about them.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Tiger Family Trip
The Tiger Family is heading out on a road trip to Grandpere’s house and Daniel gets a helpful map.

7 Friday
8pm Peg + Cat
The Camp Problem/The Two Homes Problem
Peg and Cat's gophers face the rowdy raccoons in a "non-competitive" battle of the bunks.

8:30pm Peg + Cat
The T-Ball Problem/The Bus Problem
Peg's T-Ball Team, the Mighty Nine, have no chance against a team of Aliens all-stars.

9pm Peg + Cat Mystery Hour
Peg and Cat invite you to join them for an hour of four all-new, back-to-back math mysteries!

10pm Super Why!
The Ugly Duckling: Becoming A Swan
The superheroes help Duckling accept himself as he is and Pig learns a lesson about getting bigger.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Booboo Busters
Abby and Elmo are the Boo-Boo Busters; finding friends who need help making their boo-boos better.

11pm Sesame Street
What I Love About Art
Telly learns that by using his imagination and experimenting, he can make art many different ways.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
A Heck of a Neck/Gilbert Visits The Nest
The Pteranodon kids have a Nature Trackers adventure when they meet super-long Denise Diplodocus.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Chime Time/Tiger Family Fun
The Tiger Family is taking Margaret to the Clock Factory for her very first "Chime Time!"

8 Saturday
8pm Peg + Cat
The Camp Problem/The Two Homes Problem
Peg and Cat's gophers face the rowdy raccoons in a "non-competitive" battle of the bunks.

8:30pm Peg + Cat
The T-Ball Problem/The Bus Problem
Peg's T-Ball Team, the Mighty Nine, have no chance against a team of Aliens all-stars.

9pm Peg + Cat Mystery Hour
Peg and Cat invite you to join them for an hour of four all-new, back-to-back math mysteries!

10pm Super Why!
Alice In Wonderland
The heroes tumble down the rabbit hole to catch up with a famous white rabbit who is very late!

10:30pm Sesame Street
When Dinosaurs Walked Sesame
Elmo, Chris and their friends on Sesame Street dress up as dinosaurs and learn more about them.

11pm Sesame Street
Bye, Bye Pacifier
Elmo helps Curly Bear come to terms with giving up her binky.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
A Heck of a Neck/Gilbert Visits The Nest
The Pteranodon kids have a Nature Trackers adventure when they meet super-long Denise Diplodocus.

12am Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.
A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm
There's a big storm coming to the Neighborhood and Daniel and his friends are a little frightened.

9 Sunday
8pm Peg + Cat
The Camp Problem/The Two Homes Problem
Peg and Cat's gophers face the rowdy raccoons in a "non-competitive" battle of the bunks.

8:30pm Peg + Cat
The T-Ball Problem/The Bus Problem
Peg's T-Ball Team, the Mighty Nine, have no chance against a team of Aliens all-stars.

9pm Peg + Cat Mystery Hour
Peg and Cat invite you to join them for an hour of four all-new, back-to-back math mysteries!

10pm Super Why!
The Beach Day Mystery
The team goes on a swashbuckling scavenger hunt adventure filled with clues, pirates and treasure!

10:30pm Sesame Street
Elmo & The Bookaneers
The Bookaneers, a band of book and reading-loving pirates led by Tina Fey, comes to Sesame Street!

11pm Sesame Street
Elmo Steps In for Super Grover
Rosita helps Abby and Zoe think outside the "fairest tale" box as they make it up a story together.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Arnie Rides The Flatcar/Old Reliable
Buddy, Tiny, and Mom visit their very large sauropod friend, Arnie Argentinosaurus, and his dad.

12am Dinosaur Train
Tiny and the Crocodile/Meet The Grandparents
Team Pteranodon travels to Dienosuchas Swamp and meet a 40 foot crocodile with a crabby attitude.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks
Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

10 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Blob on the Job/Switch Your Partner Round and Round
When a blob gets loose in headquarters, Olive and Otto compete against rival agents to catch it.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Now You Don't See Me/Moustache Confidential
Olive and Otto must stop a villain who has turned townspeople and Odd Squad agents invisible.

9pm Arthur
Brain's Brain/Brain Sees Stars
Brain can't remember where he hid the final egg for his very difficult Easter egg hunt.

9:30pm Arthur
Arthur Read: Super Saver!/Tibbles to the Rescue!
Business is slow for Mr. and Mrs. Read. Arthur learns how his family can work together to save money.

11 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Disorder in the Court
Olive is put on trial for causing oddness.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Oscar of All Trades/Swamps 'n' Gators
Oscar discusses his early days at Odd Squad. Olive and Otto get trapped inside a board game.

9pm Arthur
Sue Ellen Adds It Up/Wish You Were Here
Sue Ellen runs into a math problem that her artistic vision can't solve.

9:30pm Arthur
Arthurs Toy Trouble/Spar for the Course
Arthur may have given away his chance at two million dollars and must race to the toy store.

10pm Super Why!
The Muddled-Up Fairytales
Things get wacky when a young dragon eager to find a legend of his own moves in with The Three Pigs.

10:30pm Sesame Street
The Best Friend Band
Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their favorite songs to make a Best Friend Song.

11pm Sesame Street
Elmo & The Bookaneers

Deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

12am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonisaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Bicycle/Katerina’s Magic Trick
Dad Tiger gives Daniel his old bicycle. Riding the bike is not easy, but Daniel keeps trying.
The Bookaneers, a band of book and reading-loving pirates led by Tina Fey, comes to Sesame Street!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Maisie Mosasaurus/Date Night
Maisy and Marvin Mosasaurus, two fast lizards with flippers, show the family how they catch fish.

12am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: A Sea Turtle Tale/Rocket Train
Baby Archelon turtles hatch from eggs on the beach and the family follows them as they swim away.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Goes to Sleep/Prince Wednesday Sleeps Over
Daniel learns how to get calm and relax his body for bed. Prince Wednesday sleeps over.

12 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
There Might Be Dragons/Dawn of the Read
When the power goes out, Odd Squad must figure out a way to control the temperature of dragon eggs.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Olive and Otto In Shmumberland

9pm Arthur
Carried Away/Dueling Detectives
Fern, aka Detective Virgule Watteau, is on the case when Wally goes missing in Elwood City.

9:30pm Arthur
Buster Isn't Buying It/One Ornery Critter
Buster's favorite show gets cancelled for false reporting. Now the new Buster isn't buying anything!

10pm Super Why!
The Story of the Tooth Fairy
Whyatt has lost his very first tooth!

When a powerful hurricane hits Elwood City, Arthur struggles to reunite lost pets and owners.

10pm Super Why!
The Comic Book: Attack of the Eraser
The super readers must stop the diabolical Eraser from wiping out all of the words in Reader Valley.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Dress-Up Club
Prairie Dawn learns that it doesn't matter if you're a boy or girl, anyone can dress-up and play!

11pm Sesame Street
Music Magic
When Elmo uses Abby's magic wand, all anyone on Sesame Street can do is sing!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dome-Headed Dinosaur/Treasure Hunt
The Pteranodon kids and their friend Spikey Stygimoloch meet two dinosaurs with large dome heads.

12am Dinosaur Train
Solar Train/Birdwatching
The Pteranodon family explore a new train, the Solar Train, and learn that it's powered by the sun!

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate!

13 Thursday
8pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow
Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

8:30pm Odd Squad
O Is Not for Over
Olive and Otto face their biggest challenge yet!

9pm Arthur
The Pageant Pickle/Some Assembly Required
Arthur is excited because school is almost out, but he doesn't want to go to D.W.'s Spring Pageant!

9:30pm Arthur
Shelter from the Storm Part 1 & 2
When a powerful hurricane hits Elwood City, Arthur struggles to reunite lost pets and owners.

10pm Super Why!
The Comic Book: Attack of the Eraser
The super readers must stop the diabolical Eraser from wiping out all of the words in Reader Valley.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Dress-Up Club
Prairie Dawn learns that it doesn't matter if you're a boy or girl, anyone can dress-up and play!

11pm Sesame Street
Music Magic
When Elmo uses Abby's magic wand, all anyone on Sesame Street can do is sing!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dome-Headed Dinosaur/Treasure Hunt
The Pteranodon kids and their friend Spikey Stygimoloch meet two dinosaurs with large dome heads.

12am Dinosaur Train
Solar Train/Birdwatching
The Pteranodon family explore a new train, the Solar Train, and learn that it's powered by the sun!

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate!

14 Friday
8pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow
Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

8:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Nighttime in the Neighborhood
Daniel takes a walk at night with his parents and learns that many things are different after dark.
9pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Sleepover/Backyard Camping
Daniel sees things that are a bit scary when he goes to Prince Wednesday’s castle for a sleepover.

9:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks
Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

10pm Super Why!
The Cookbook
The heroes help Whyatt bake a birthday cake by getting the recipe from a very silly rhyming chef.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Move It!
It’s Move It Day on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster learns that exercising helps you feel better.

11pm Sesame Street
Dress-Up Club
Prairie Dawn learns that it doesn't matter if you're a boy or girl, anyone can dress-up and play!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Rocket Train Surprise Party/Cloudy with a Chance Of Fun
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don throw a surprise birthday party for Mr. Conductor on the Dinosaur Train.

12am Dinosaur Train
Tiny’s Fishing Friend/Butterflies
Tiny, Buddy, Cindy and Dad set out on a fun fishing trip where they run into Cassie Castrocauda.

16 Saturday
8pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime’s It’s Good to Go Slow
Daniel learns that sometimes it’s good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

8:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Nighttime in the Neighborhood
Daniel takes a walk at night with his parents and learns that many things are different after dark.

9pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Sleepover/Backyard Camping
Daniel sees things that are a bit scary when he goes to Prince Wednesday’s castle for a sleepover.

9:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks
Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

10pm Super Why!
The Comic Book: Attack of the Eraser
The super readers must stop the diabolical Eraser from wiping out all of the words in Reader Valley.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Music Magic
When Elmo uses Abby’s magic wand, all anyone on Sesame Street can do is sing!

11pm Sesame Street
The Best Friend Band
Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their favorite songs to make a Best Friend Song.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Otto Opthalmosaurus/King Meets Crystal
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

12am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonosaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Allergy/Allergies at School
Daniel learns he is allergic to peaches. Doctor Anna tells Daniel how he can take care of himself.

16 Sunday
8pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime’s It’s Good to Go Slow
Daniel learns that sometimes it’s good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

8:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Nighttime in the Neighborhood
Daniel takes a walk at night with his parents and learns that many things are different after dark.

9pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Sleepover/Backyard Camping
Daniel sees things that are a bit scary when he goes to Prince Wednesday’s castle for a sleepover.

9:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks
Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

10pm Super Why!
The Cookbook
The heroes help Whyatt bake a birthday cake by getting the recipe from a very silly rhyming chef.

10:30pm Sesame Street
What I Love About Art
Telly learns that by using his imagination and experimenting, he can make art many different ways.
11pm Sesame Street
**Dress-Up Club**
Prairie Dawn learns that it doesn't matter if you're a boy or girl, anyone can dress-up and play!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**Dinosaur Train Submarine: Maisie Mosasaurus/Date Night**
Maisie and Marvin Mosasaurus, two fast lizards with flippers, show the family how they catch fish.

12am Dinosaur Train
**Dinosaur Train Submarine: A Sea Turtle Tale/Rocket Train**
Baby Archelon turtles hatch from eggs on the beach and the family follows them as they swim away.

**12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**
**Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow**
Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

**17 Monday**

8pm Odd Squad
**Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show/The Perfect Score**
All the agents want to be a part of Orchid's talent show. It's villain report card day at Odd Squad.

8:30pm Odd Squad
**Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You**
When the agents are accidentally transported to the future, they need to figure out what day it is!

9pm Arthur
**Carls Concerto/Too Much of a Good Thing**
Buster enlists Binky's help to keep him from gorging on delicious Tuvaluna cookies.

9:30pm Arthur
**Francines Cleats of Strength/Little Miss Meanie**
Lydia and Muffy join forces to defeat a mean beauty queen in the "Little Miss Crocus" pageant.

10pm **Super Why!**
**Woofster Finds A Home**
Whyatt goes to a pet adoption fair and meets a little puppy. A new Super Reader joins the team!

10:30pm Sesame Street
**Mucko Polo, Grouch Explorer**
Mucko Polo Elmo, Abby and Oscar use their five senses to find the grouchiest things on Sesame Street

11pm Sesame Street
**Move It!**
It's Move It Day on Sesame Street. Cookie Monster learns that exercising helps you feel better.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**Tiny's Fishing Friend/Butterflies**
Tiny, Buddy, Cindy and Dad set out on a fun fishing trip where they run into Cassie Castrocauda.

12am Dinosaur Train
**Best Babysitter Ever/Plant A Tree**
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don are excited that Keira Chiosthenotes gets to babysit them for the night.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
**Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor**
Daniel has a new experience visiting school for the first time and goes to Dr. Anna for his checkup.

**18 Tuesday**

8pm Odd Squad
**The Voice/Problem Partners**
The agents are called in to help when Ohlm and Orchid have problems working together.

8:30pm Odd Squad
**Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch**
When things in town get covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help.

9pm Arthur
**Mr. Ratburns Secret Identity/Besties**
Arthur and friends learn not to jump to conclusions when they wonder if Mr. Ratburn is a superhero.

9:30pm Arthur
**The Last Day (Part 1 & 2)**
Arthur and Buster go into 4th grade and will try to do anything to get the cool new teacher.

10pm **Super Why!**
**Webby In Bathland**
The Super Readers help a brave little penguin save his beloved town from the evil Squirmy Germies.

10:30pm Sesame Street
**Chicken Thunderstorms**
Elmo, Abby, Chris and Leela help teach some chickens not to be afraid of thunderstorms

11pm Sesame Street
**What I Love About Art**
Telly learns that by using his imagination and experimenting, he can make art many different ways.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
**One Big Frog/Caving with Vlad**
Dad takes the kids on the Dinosaur Train to find the biggest frog ever, the legendary Beelzebufo.

12am Dinosaur Train
**Classic in the Jurassic: Turtle and Theropod Race/Hungry, Hungry Carnivores**
Different dinosaur teams compete in various contests at the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
**Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad**
Daniel wants to play and gets mad when Mom Tiger says he can't go outside because it's raining.
With the help of a little time travel, Buster sees what his life would be like if he were a genius.

9:30pm Arthur
_Fern's Flights of Fancy/Cereal_
Buster tells the story of a missing cereal box on his all-new podcast. Will he find the thief?

10pm Super Why!
_Bedtime for Bear_
Charlie is a bear who is scared of just about anything. The heroes shed some light on the problem.

10:30pm Sesame Street
_Abbys Fairy Garden_
Before gardening, Abby and Elmo must play memory games to get a flower pot and seeds from a gnome.

11pm Sesame Street
_Dress-Up Club_
Prairie Dawn learns that it doesn't matter if you're a boy or girl, anyone can dress-up and play!

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
_Classic in the Jurassic: Air Obstacle Race/King & Crystal Live!_
Pterosaurs from each of the three Time Periods race in the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

12am Dinosaur Train
_Classic in the Jurassic - Air, Water and Land/Desert Day and Night_
Teams consisting of a pterosaur and a crocodile from each Time Period compete against one another.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
_Something Special for Dad/I Love You, Mom_
Daniel goes to the Post Office with Mom, where he learns how letters are sorted and mailed.

20 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
_Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent_

8:30pm Odd Squad
_Oscar Strikes Back_
Oscar attends a gathering of Odd Squad scientists called Lab-Con at Odd Squad Academy.

9pm Arthur
_He Said, He Said/Bunny Trouble_
When the class bunny wanders off, it's up to Ladonna the "Bunny Whisperer" to help get him back.

9:30pm Arthur
_That's My Grandma/Bud's Knotty Problem_
D.W. gets jealous when Grandma Thora becomes the most popular babysitter in town.

10pm Super Why!
_Molly's Dance Show_
The Super Readers head into a story to meet a ballerina doll named Molly who has stage fright.

10:30pm Sesame Street
_Sesame Ocean_
Abby turns Sesame Street into a magical ocean. When Dorothy disappears Elmo looks for her.

11pm Sesame Street
_Mucko Polo, Grouch Explorer_
Mucko Polo Elmo, Abby and Oscar use their five senses to find the grouchiest things on Sesame Street.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
_Zeppelin: Pangaea/Zeppelin: Crater_
The Conductor offers to take the Pteranodons through a Sky Time Tunnel back to the time of Pangaea.

12am Dinosaur Train
_Nest Swap/The Herd Is The Word_
The Pteranodon Family decides to take a little vacation and swap nests with a family of pterosaurs.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
_Be A Vegetable Taster!/Daniel Tries A New Food_
Daniel and his friends explore the school's vegetable garden and pick and try different vegetables.

21 Friday
8pm Wild Kratts: Lost at Sea
_Chris Martin and the Wild Kratts crew take an undersea adventure with dolphins and blowfish.

9pm Wild Kratts: Creatures of the Deep Sea_
The Wild Kratts team ventures to the Deep Sea, the last creature frontier, in a Deep Sea Explorer.

10pm Super Why!
_King Eddie Who Loved Spaghetti_
The superheroes meet a king who only wants to eat spaghetti and convince him to taste new foods.

10:30pm Sesame Street
_Camping Show_
Elmo and Chris go camping in the woods near Sesame Street to relax and meet some new friends.

11pm Sesame Street
_Sesame Ocean_
Abby turns Sesame Street into a magical ocean. When Dorothy disappears Elmo looks for her.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
_Zeppelin: Pangaea/Zeppelin: Crater_
The Conductor offers to take the Pteranodons through a Sky Time Tunnel back to the time of Pangaea.

12am Dinosaur Train
_Nest Swap/The Herd Is The Word_
The Pteranodon Family decides to take a little vacation and swap nests with a family of pterosaurs.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
_Be A Vegetable Taster!/Daniel Tries A New Food_
Daniel and his friends explore the school's vegetable garden and pick and try different vegetables.
Whyatt goes to a pet adoption fair and meets a little puppy. A new Super Reader joins the team!

10:30pm Sesame Street
Mucko Polo, Grouch Explorer
Mucko Polo Elmo, Abby and Oscar use their five senses to find the grouchiest things on Sesame Street

11pm Sesame Street
Chicken Thunderstorms
Elmo, Abby, Chris and Leela help teach some chickens not to be afraid of thunderstorms

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Classic in the Jurassic: Turtle and Theropod Race/Hungry, Hungry Carnivores
Different dinosaur teams compete in various contests at the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

12am Dinosaur Train
Classic in the Jurassic: Air Obstacle Race/ King & Crystal Live!
Pterosaurs from each of the three Time Periods race in the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

24 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Olympia's Day/Otis's Day
Getting a villain back to headquarters proves cumbersome when the tubes are down for maintenance.

8:30pm Odd Squad
And Then They Were Puppies/A Case of the Sillies
When every agent turns into a puppy, it's up to Agent Ohlm to save the day.

9pm Arthur
The Hallway Minotaur/Ladonna's Like List
There’s a new sheriff-er, hallway monitor-in town, and his name is George Lundgren!

9:30pm Arthur
Lend Me Your Ear/The Butler Did It
When Mr. Crosswire gets a robot butler for Father's Day, Muffy fears Bailey may be replaced.

10pm Super Why!
Naila and the Magic Map
The Super Readers explore ancient Egypt and help Naila unravel a mysterious code to find a treasure.

10:30pm Sesame Street
The Best Friend Band
Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their favorite songs to make a Best Friend Song.

11pm Sesame Street
Camping Show
Elmo and Chris go camping in the woods near Sesame Street to relax and meet some new friends.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Nest Swap/The Herd Is The Word
The Pteranodon Family decides to take a little vacation and swap nests with a family of pterosaurs.

12am Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What's at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!

25 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Flawed Squad/The Creature Whisperer
The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. The agents try to catch an odd creature.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Happy Halfliversary/Good Egg Bad Egg
The agents try to determine what kind of creature will hatch from an egg.

9pm Arthur
Swept Away/Germophobia
Arthur, D.W. and Buster build
sandcastles at the beach. A sloppy Buster learns to avoid germs.
9:30pm Arthur
Arthur Sells Out/Mind Your Manners
Arthur sells his old toys through his school’s Web site & takes on Brain at a checkers competition.
10pm Super Why!
Jasper’s Cowboy Wish
The Super Readers explore the Old West and meet a cowpoke named Jasper who wants to be a cowboy.
10:30pm Sesame Street
Enthusiastic Penelope Penguin
Chris helps Penelope, an overly excited penguin, learn how to control herself and make new friends.
11pm Sesame Street
Abys Fairy Garden
Before gardening, Abby and Elmo must play memory games to get a flower pot and seeds from a gnome.
11:30pm Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth Troglobites!Minerals!
The Pteranodon Family meets creatures without eyes called "troglobites" in an underground cave.
12am Dinosaur Train
Junior Conductors Academy: Part One/Junior Conductors Academy: Part Two
The kids are off to Junior Conductor's Academy in Laramidia to try to become Junior Conductors!

27 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Night Shift/Put Me In Coach
The agents discover things are very different at Odd Squad at night.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Extreme Cakeover/A Job Well Undone
A virus that turns people into cakes spreads through Headquarters and the agents try to contain it.
9pm Arthur
Baby Kate and the Imaginary Mystery/Strangers on a Train
Nadine, D.W.’s imaginary friend is missing! Sue Ellen finds a mysterious diary on a train.
9:30pm Arthur
The Making of Arthur/Dancing Fools
Arthur and the gang film videos for a series called "Postcards from You," hosted by Matt Damon.
10pm Super Why!
Princess Gwennie Saves The Day
The Super Readers fly into the story of a princess with a silly sense of humor and a big job to do.
10:30pm Sesame Street
Birdie & The Beast
Big Bird makes up a fairy tale about a bird who helps a Beast learn how to be a good friend.
11pm Sesame Street
The Best Friend Band
Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their favorite songs to make a Best Friend Song.
11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part One/Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part Two
The whole Pteranodon Family takes a rollicking adventure on the Dinosaur Train Riverboat!

28 Friday
8pm Wild Kratts: Back In Creature Time
The Wild Kratts team uses Aviva’s Time Trampoline to jump back in time and meet extinct species.
9pm Wild Kratts Alaska: Hero’s Journey

10pm Super Why!
The Great Robot Race
The reading friends meet a boy named Bradbury who is determined to help his robo-doggie win a race.

10:30pm Sesame Street
Roccos Playdate
Elmo and Zoe use arts and crafts to help make a "friend" for Zoe’s pet rock, Rocco, to play with.

11pm Sesame Street
Birdie & The Beast
Big Bird makes up a fairy tale about a bird who helps a Beast learn how to be a good friend.

11:30pm Dinosaur Train
Adventure Camp: Rafting/Adventure Camp: Mountain Climbing
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don learn about the tree line as they set out to hike up a mountain.

12am Dinosaur Train
Adventure Camp: Zip Lining/Adventure Camp: Canyon Hiking
The Nature Trackers Adventure Campers explore different levels of the ecosystem in the rainforest.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
You Are Special/Daniel Is Special
The children are putting on a show at school today, each doing something that makes them special.

31 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Three’s Company/Behind Enemy Mimes
Ms. O needs the agents’ help to track down her old partner, O'Donahue.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Drop Gadget Repeat/20 Questions
The agents try to escape from a time loop. A villain sets off a backwards bubble.

9pm Arthur
Big Brother Binky, Part I/Big Brother Binky, Part II
When Binky’s family adopts a baby girl from China, he is worried about how his life will change.

9:30pm Arthur
Francine’s Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real
Francine copies her report from a web site. Arthur can’t stand a new reality series everyone likes.

10pm Super Why!
The Adventures of Math-A-Million
The super readers accompany a
math superhero as he confronts a series of arithmetic emergencies.

**10:30pm Sesame Street**
*Bye, Bye Pacifier*
Elmo helps Curly Bear come to terms with giving up her binky.

**11pm Sesame Street**
*Roccos Playdate*
Elmo and Zoe use arts and crafts to help make a "friend" for Zoe's pet rock, Rocco, to play with.

**11:30pm Dinosaur Train**
*Valley of the Stygimolochs/Tiny Loves Fish*
Buddy wonders if he'll grow horns when he gets older and he visits dinosaurs called Stygimoloch.

**12am Dinosaur Train**
*The Call of the Wild*
*Corythosaurus/Triceratops For Lunch*
Cory and her family of Corythosaurus play music through crests on their heads for Mom's birthday.

**12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**
*Visiting Grandpere/The Tiger Family Goes Back Home*
Grandpere and Daniel have fun hunting for buried treasure and they also take a sunrise boat ride.

---

More information and links:

http://wskg.org/schedules

See all of our Printable Program Guides:

http://wskg.org/guide

Program schedule question? Email WSKGcomment@wskg.org